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Welcome to the Whimsy Storybook. 
This imaginative and easy-to-use program was designed to be an avenue to introduce more children 
to the amazing world of movement, dance, and music. The following is an explanation on how to use 

this guide and get the most out of your experience with the Whimsy Storybook.  

What is the Whimsy Storybook?
The Whimsy Storybook is an interactive story time that introduces literature through movement, music, and imagination. 
Designed for children ages 3-10, each storybook embarks children on a musical adventure centered around a fairy tale.  Students 
are guided through the story using their bodies, voices, and minds to become a collaborative part the storytelling.  You will gallop 
on horses to our castles, sing joyfully as you skip off to grandmother’s house, and of course, huff and puff as you blow all the houses 
down!

How Does It Work?
The goal when creating each storybook was to make using it as simple as possible. Ideally, you just take it off your shelf and go! 

Each story is broken into 5 story cards.  Each story card includes an illustration on the front, and both the story and activity on the 
back. 

Start each page by reading the story at the top of the page. Then head to the grey Activity Box on the bottom of the page. There, you 
will find the corresponding themed activity to do with your students.  Every activity was created to be age appropriate and fun!  

Do I Need Any Props for The Magic Toybox?  
Nope! Our Mini Storybooks use no props making it easy for our teachers to prepare their classes. The only prop you will need is your 
imagination! 

What Music Should I Use for The Magic Toybox?
For music, any background music works great. Instrumental music is preferred because most educators find it easier for the children 
to focus.  To access Whimsy’s Shared Playlist head over to Spotify and search “Whimsy Creative Movement Boxes: Music”.
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The house was all quiet, the children asleep
The mommies and daddies had took their last peek

The toys were picked up after a long day of play
Stored nightly in the toy box, they were all put away

But once in a while, when the moon shone full bright 
Something magical happened, something that wasn’t quite right

The moon lined up with the stars, causing the church bells to chime
Then the toy box would open, and everything inside came alive!

The toys they would play, they would run through the house
But they mustn’t wake their families, they’d be quiet as a mouse

For if their families saw them, the magic would be lost 
And this magical moonlit night would be the cost 

THE MAGIC OF THE MOON 
The toys come alive under the light of the full moon.  Let’s channel the moon’s power with this moon dance.  When 
you’re ready, stand in first position and if we do it just right the toy box might open! 

Lift your port de bra through fifth low, middle, and high
Lower your port de bra through fifth high, middle, and low
Take a third port de bra as you pass through fifth low, middle, and high then open to second before returning to fifth low
Plie and chasse your right leg to the side. Bring your arms to third arabesque.  Close to first position and repeat to the left. 
Take a demi plie and a releve lifting your arms to fifth high. Take a bourree turn and open your arms to second as you 
turn.  Finish in first position.  

STORYTIME
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First out of the box, a dolly so sweet
With curly brown locks, and rosy red cheeks 

“I love coming alive, I’m no longer stiff
Now I can skip and dance as much as I wish

I only have tonight, what should I play?
How about I pretend to be princess, just for today!

I’ll dress up real pretty and head to the ball
I’ll need a gown, a carriage, and a tiara fit for a doll

But who should I dance with? It will be no fun without friends
I have an idea! I will call the toy soldiers to come in!

We can dance the night away, and in no time at all
I will be kissed by a prince, in love we will fall!”

The doll called for the men, she whistled real loud
Then out of the toy box, came the soldiers marching proud

STORYTIME

THE DANCE OF THE DOLL
When they doll came alive she was so happy to be able to dance! Now its your turn to dance like a doll.  When 
you’re ready, put your feet in second position and lift your arms to the side like a doll!

Bend at the torso and tilt your upper body to the right. Then center and repeat to the left. 
Bend forward to the waist with two bounces.  Take two bounces to stand straight up again. 
Take 4 spring points to the side with flexed feet.  
Run forward on your tip toes for 4 counts.  
Repeat the entire dance from the top but this time travel backwards on the runs.
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Out the soldiers came, line after line
They marched in formation, no soldier left behind

The soldiers were kind, they tipped their hats to the doll
“Your soldiers are here, you called for us all”

“Thank you for coming, I have a mission for you
Tonight you will be princes, and dance under this moon”

“With all due respect, my men don’t do balls
We like battles, and tanks, and war most of all”

“But please just this night? I would love it so much.”
“Im sorry, my lady, but I too have a mission in mind for this bunch

You see for the past couple weeks, an intruder has come
When he waggles his tall, my men fall on their bums

We must find this dog and together bring him down
Men grab your gear, I’ll call for the cars to move us around”

THE MARCH OF THE TOY SOLDIERS
The soldiers practice for years to march in those perfect straight lines. Now its your turn to see if you can do it too! Begin 
by taking 8 marches traveling forward.  Then practice your quarter turns by taking 2 marches facing each wall. 

Practice this pattern multiple times so you will march as good the soldiers!  

STORYTIME
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With a zoom and a honk, the cars now appeared
Out of the toy box, their tires did squeal 

“Great idea!” Said the doll. “I’ll ride the cars to the ball”
“No ma’am, I’m sorry. I must commandeer them all.”

“But I need a carriage to ride, you can’t have them all as tanks!
I’ll just borrow one, please and a thanks.”

“Excuse me you two, what’s this I hear?
You want us cars to help you, with transportation I fear”

You see we too have this night, the only one we get
And we don’t to want lose it, by being your taxi jet! 

We will zoom around the house as fast as we can
Racing and chasing is tonight’s magic plan!  

With that, the fighting commenced, they were all for themselves
Everyone wanted to play their game before they were put back on the shelf 

RACING CARS 
   
Zoom! Zoom! Here come the cars racing in! Let’s practice our gallops as we race fast with the cars. Here’s what you’re 
going to do! 

1) Start with your right leg front and gallop in a circle 8 times.  Then change legs and gallop 8 times with the left leg 
front. 
2) Change legs again and take 4 gallops with the right leg.  Then take another 4 gallops with the left leg.  
3) Then try taking 2 gallops with the right leg and then switch to the left leg.  
4) Then it gets tricky! Try doing only one gallop with the right leg and then one gallop with the left leg.  This part is 
tricky so try this one multiple times until you feel comfortable! 

STORYTIME
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All of sudden, a great boom filled the room
Then out of the toy box a shadowy figure did loom

“I heard you need great council, a fight had assumed
So you see that’s why the Jack-in-the-Box has now entered the room

You are all being silly and missing the point
Tonight is about magic, not who‘s game will be disjoint

You’re causing a ruckus, the family might awake
Instead you must play together, make no mistake

You can all have your fun, its not one against all
You can race, go on missions, and attend the ball

You see the cars can zoom fast, around the house you will race 
As you help the soldiers on their mission, which too is fast paced! 

Then end with the ball to celebrate your win
And let’s be honest, we all want that dog back in his bin! 

Compromise is key, there is only one night
Now hurry up my dear friends, before you lose the magic light! 

And that’s just what they did, as the Jack-in-the-Box watched
They helped one another, and for the rest of the night nobody fought

As the bells chimed again, to the toy box they ran
Together as friends, to wait til magic fell again on toy land

STORYTIME

WORKING TOGETHER 
The Jack-in-the-Box was right! Everyone has more fun when you play together. Let’s create a dance with all the toys in 
mind.  We can march like a soldier, race like the cars, and dance like a doll all in one dance! We should even finish the 
dance by honoring the Jack-in-the-Box for helping all the toys play together.  

4 Marches Traveling Forward
Gallop with the right foot forward, gallop with the left foot forward
Take 4 spring points to the side with flexed feet
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